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GLOSSARY

Item

Description

BRAM

Block RAM

CE

Copy engine

CNN

Convolutional neural network

CPU

Central processing unit

DDR

Double data rate

DMA

Direct memory access

DRAM

Dynamic RAM

DSP

Digital signal processor

EE

Execution engine

FPD

Full-power domain

FPGA

Field-programmable gate array

GPU

Graphics processing unit

HP

High performance

HPC

High-performance, coherent

HPM

High-performance master

iGPU

Integrated GPU

LLC

Last-level cache

LPDDR

Low-power DDR

LUT

Look-up table

MAC

Multiply-accumulate operation

MPSoC

Multiprocessor SoC

PL

Programmable logic

PS

Processing system

RAM

Random Access Memory

SoC

System on chip

SoM

System on Module

SVM

Shared virtual memory

UVM

Unified virtual memory
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VRAM

Video RAM

WCET

Worst-case execution time

WSS

Working set size
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1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This deliverable provides a detailed characterization of the timing and average power consumption of the key
architectural blocks of the target platforms. This is achieved by means of accurate measurements of execution
time and power of CPU-intensive, memory-intensive and accelerator-intensive workloads. The experiments
are conducted both in isolation (i.e., one computing actor at a time) and concurrently (i.e., multiple/all
computing actors at the same time); both at the intra-CPU level and at the system level, where iGPU and DMA
(representative of the interface to memory of any FPGA accelerator) activity generate significant interference
for the contention of the shared memory resources. The experiments confirm that such interference
significantly impacts throughput, latency and power both on the CPU and on the accelerator side.
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2.

INTRODUCTION

Modern Systems on Chips (SoCs) integrate within a single chip many functionalities that are usually fabricated
as distinct entities on more traditional designs, such as laptops or desktop computers. Examples of these
integrated functionalities commonly featured in embedded boards are represented by the CPU complex (i.e
Multi-Core processors), integrated GPUs (iGPUs), DSPs or other acceleration circuitry and FPGA logic. Each
of these compute units features private memory interfaces. While computation happens in parallel over these
independent compute units, contention may occur at the memory interface level. CPU cores and the iGPU
might share common cache levels, hence experiencing self-eviction phenomena. The main system memory
(usually DRAM) represents the main contented resource for all memory controller clients experiencing cache
misses at their Last Level Cache (LLC). It is mandatory to accurately measure the impact of such contention in
mixed-criticality platforms, as memory contention poses a significant threat to Worst Case Execution Time
(WCET) of memory bounded applications.
We discuss a detailed characterization of interference patterns for the platforms presented in D2.1
“Specification of Hardware platforms”, namely:
 NVIDIA Tegra X1 SoC, using CUDA 8.0;
 NVIDIA Tegra X2 SoC, using CUDA 8.0;
 Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+ MPSoC
The deliverable also presents a characterization of the power consumed by the target platforms, in isolation
and in presence of interference.
The analysis presented in this deliverable highlights the need for accurate memory-centric scheduling
mechanisms for guaranteeing prioritized memory accesses to Real-Time critical parts of the system, and
constitutes the motivation and the basis for the activities in WP3 and WP5.
This document is organized as follows. Section 3 summarizes the key architectural features of the target
platforms, highlighting the contention points relevant to the presented analysis. Section 4 discusses in details
the effect of interference on the timing behavior of applications running on both platforms. Section 5 outlines
the power profile with and without interference for both platforms. Section 6 discusses conclusive remarks.
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3.

TARGET PLATFORMS ARCHITECTURE AND CONTENTION POINTS

In this section, we provide the necessary details on the platforms to understand our analysis, more specifically
to understand where memory access contention might happen for each SoC. The preliminary investigation of
plausible contention points will help us better understanding the experimental results and to drive
implementation solutions in WP3 and WP5.
Concerning GPU-based SoCs, the delays due to the private memory of the iGPU is not considered in this
study, focusing only on the memory shared with the CPU complex. Private memory contention may be a
significant issue for discrete GPUs that feature a significant number of execution units (i.e., Streaming
Multiprocessors in NVIDIA GPUs). Today’s iGPUs, however, are much smaller than their discrete
counterparts. As a consequence, parallel kernels are typically executed one at a time, without generating
contention at private memory level.
Another important abstract component at iGPU side is the Copy Engine (CE), i.e., a DMA used to bring data
from CPU to GPU memory space. In discrete devices, this basically translates into copying memory from
system DRAM through PCIe towards the on-board RAM of the graphics adapter (Video RAM, VRAM). In case
of embedded platforms with shared system DRAM, using the CE basically means duplicating the same buffer
twice on the same memory device. Both CUDA and OpenCL programming models specify alternatives to the
CE approach to avoid explicit memory transfers and unnecessary buffer replications, such as CUDA UVM
(Unified Virtual Memory [1]) and OpenCL 2.0 SVM (Shared Virtual Memory [2]). However, these approaches
introduce CPU-iGPU memory coherency problems when accessing the same shared memory buffer, so that
avoiding copy engines i) does not necessarily lead to performance improvements; ii) might reduce overall
system predictability. For this reason, our analysis includes the characterization of the contention originated in
both CE- and non-CE-based models.
3.1.

NVIDIA Tegra X1

The NVIDIA Tegra X1 [3] is a hybrid System on Module (SoM) featured in the newest NVIDIA Jetson
Development board. It is the first mobile processor to feature a chip powerful enough to sustain the visual
computing load for autonomous and assisted driving applications, still presenting a contained power
consumption (1 TFlops single precision peak performance drawing from 6 to 15 W).
The X1 CPU complex consists of a big.LITTLE architecture, featuring quad-core 1.9GHz ARM Cortex-A57
processor (48kb I-cache + 32kb D-cache L1 per core, 2MB L2 cache common to all cores), plus quad-core
ARM Cortex A53 processor. A single CPU core can utilize the maximum bandwidth available for the whole
CPU complex, which amounts to almost 4.5 GB/s for sequential read operations.
The iGPU is a second-generation Maxwell “GM20b” architecture, with 256 CUDA cores grouped in two
Streaming Multi-processors (SMs) sharing a 256KB L2 (last-level) cache. The compute pipeline of an NVIDIA
GPU includes engines responsible for computations (Execution Engine, EE) and engines responsible for high
bandwidth memory transfers (Copy Engine, CE). The EE and CE can access central memory with a maximum
bandwidth close to 20 GB/s, which can saturate the whole DRAM bandwidth. Indeed, the system DRAM
consists of 4GB of LPDDR4 64bit SDRAM working at (maximum) 1.6GHz, reaching a peak ideal bandwidth of
25.6 GB/s.
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Figure 1: NVIDIA Tegra X1 block diagram and contention points.

Focusing on contention points, internally to the CPU complex, the LLC undoubtedly represents the most
important one (point one in Figure 1). This cache is a 16-way associative cache with a line size of 64B.
Contention may happen when more than one core fills the L2 cache evicting pre-existing cache lines used by
other cores. Besides internal contention to the CPU complex, another contention effect for LLC is due to
coherency mechanisms between CPU and iGPU when they share the same address space (point 3 in Figure
1). In the GM20b iGPU, such coherence is taken care of via undisclosed software mechanisms through the
(NVIDIA proprietary) GPU driver. Hardware cache coherence mechanisms take place only at the CPU
complex level.
System-wide, the most significant contention points are represented by memory bus and EMC (Embedded
Memory Controller) for accessing the underlying DRAM banks (points 2 and 4 in Figure 1). Such contention is
the most relevant to the analysis presented in this document, as it is caused by parallel memory accesses
from single CPU cores and the iGPU. We refer to [4] for finer grained discussions regarding the effect of bank
parallelism in DRAM devices.
3.2.

NVIDIA Tegra X2 (Parker)

The NVIDIA Tegra X2 [5], the latest publicly available NVIDIA SoC, included in the newest NVIDIA Jetson
Development board, represents a step further towards high performance embedded computing, targeting
demanding applications in robotics and automotive.
The X2 CPU complex consists of a big.SUPER architecture, featuring quad-core 1.9GHz ARM Cortex-A57
processor (48kb I-cache + 32kb D-cache L1 per core, 2MB L2 cache common to all the A57s cores), plus a
dual core NVIDIA DENVER 64-bit processor (still based on the ARMv8 architecture). The DENVER complex
has a maximum clock of 2GHz, 128kB L1 I-cache and 64kB L1 D-cache per core, and 2 MB L2 data cache
common to both cores.
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A single CPU core within the A57s complex can utilize the maximum bandwidth available for the quad-core
island, which amounts to almost 4.5 GB/s for sequential read operations, while a DENVER processor can
reach up to 14GB/s in similar tests.
The iGPU is a Pascal-based architecture “GP10b”, with 256 CUDA cores grouped in two Streaming Multiprocessors (SMs) sharing a 512KB L2 (last-level) cache. The compute pipeline of an NVIDIA GPU includes
engines responsible for computations (Execution Engine, EE) and engines responsible for high bandwidth
memory transfers (Copy Engine, CE). The EE and CE can access central memory with a maximum bandwidth
close to 30 GB/s. The system DRAM consists of 8GB of LPDDR4 128bit SDRAM able to reach a peak ideal
bandwidth of 59.7 GB/s.
The contention points are the same as the NVIDIA Tegra X1 SoC, with the addition of the Denver complex,
which contributes to the overall DRAM contention at its L2 cache.
3.3.

Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+ MPSoC

The Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+ MPSoC is a heterogeneous system on chip (SoC) of the latest generation [6]. It
combines a quad-core ARM Cortex-A53 CPU, an FPGA fabric of the Xilinx UltraScale class, the
programmable logic (PL), cache-coherent interconnects, and a wide variety of peripherals including mutlichannel high-bandwidth DMA engines in a single chip.
Consortium members are currently using two platforms based on the Xillinx Zynq UltraScale+ MPSoC: the first
is a Trenz Electronic TE0808 UltraSOM+ module mounted on an UltraTX+ Baseboard, the second is the
AXIOM board from the AXIOM H2020 EU project2. Both platforms feature a Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+ XCZU9EG
MPSoC engineering sample (in the following referred to as Zynq MPSoC). The ARM Cortex-A53 CPU is
clocked at 1.2 GHz. The four cores feature 32 KiB L1 instruction and 32 KiB L1 data caches each, and they
share 1 MiB of unified L2 cache. The Xilinx MPSoC is connected to 2 GiB of DDR4-2133 main memory with a
theoretical peak bandwidth of 17064 MB/s.
As shown in Figure 2, the CPU and the PL connect to the DDR memory controller through multiple different
interconnects. The DDR memory controller features 3 dedicated ports that connect to the interconnect
interfaced by the high-performance (HP) and high-performance master (HPM) ports of the PL as well as by the
system-level 8-channel full-power domain (FPD) DMA engine. This DMA engine is programmed by the CPU to
feed the PL as well as various peripherals with data. It is clocked at 600 MHz and is the main means for highbandwidth data transfer in the system. The main interconnects are clocked at 533 MHz.
Alternatively, the PL can be used to also instantiate soft-IP interconnect masters such as DMA engines to let
an accelerator fetch data autonomously from the CPU. These masters can interface the system interconnects
either through the HP ports or the coherent, high-performance (HPC) ports. The latter allow an accelerator in
the PL to coherently access shared data from the CPUs data caches. These possibilities will be explored with
a specific accelerator placed in the PL as part of future project deliverables.
Figure 2 also highlights possible contention points in the system. The main point of contention between the
CPU and the PL is in the DDR memory controller (1), when the FPD-DMA engine is used for data transfer, or
when the PL connects to memory using the high-performance ports. In case the PL connects through the
coherent interfaces (HPC ports), also the cache coherent interconnect (2) as well as the L2 cache itself (3) can
be points of contention between CPU and PL.

2

http://www.axiom-project.eu/2017/02/the-axiom-board-has-arrived/
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Figure 2: Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+ MPSoC block diagram.
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4.

INTERFERENCE CHARACTERIZATION

In this section, we highlight variation in memory operation latency. We first measure execution time for the
target benchmark executing on a single CPU core without interference. Then, we use different interference
patterns (from the other CPU cores and from the integrated accelerators) to study how the execution time
measured from the reference core increases. On the iGPU side, we measure the variation of execution times
of tasks (using the CE, EE and unified memory models) with and without interference from the CPU complex.
Similarly, on the FPGA side we measure the interference that can be generated by means of DMA transfers
(which represent the typical interface to the system memory of every FPGA acceleration block).
A key parameter to play with is the memory access pattern for the CPU complex. For both the measured core
and the interfering cores, we consider sequential memory accesses – capable of exploiting the hardware prefetching abilities of the CPU – or random accesses. On the GPU side, only sequential accesses are
considered, since (i) CE memory transfers are inherently sequential, and (ii) typical memory access patterns
on the EE side are also sequential to allow for coalesced memory requests, which deliver the maximum
efficiency.
For all platforms, we used LMBench [7] and a custom-made program to measure latencies with (i) sequential,
(ii) variable, and (iii) random stride reads, with all possible interfering memory access patterns, both in read
and write. In the following, we describe the setup for the various test cases and the obtained results.
4.1.

Test Case A: intra CPU complex interference.

This test is meant to observe intra-CPU interference, and has been conducted on all the platforms. The results
are further organized in four series of measurements:
A1: the observed CPU core reads sequentially within a variable sized working set (henceforth sequential
read), while the other cores are interfering sequentially (henceforth, sequential interference). To reduce the
computational overhead in submitting memcpy commands while increasing memory usage, each iteration
performs a memcpy of 100MB.
A2: the observed core reads with a random stride within a variable sized working set (henceforth random
reads), while the interfering cores perform sequential interference.
A3: the observed core reads sequentially, while the other cores iteratively read 64B with a random stride
within a 128MB array (random interference). The array size has been chosen to statistically prevent fetching
already cached data.
A4: the observed core performs random reads, while the interfering cores performs random interference.

Results on Tegra X1
Test Case A measures the impact on latencies due to shared L2 and shared memory bus to system DRAM
(points 1, 2 and 4 in Figure 1), without accounting for accelerator activity. Working Set Size (WSS) goes from
1kB to 25MB. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the average latency for sequentially accessing one word (32 bit)
varying the WSS, for subtests A1 and A2, i.e., with sequential interference. In all test cases, memory latencies
with a random access pattern nearly one order of magnitude higher than with a sequential access, showing
significant burst-access capabilities. A significant performance degradation is noticeable for WSS larger than
L1 size in all interfered cases.
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Figure 3: Test case A1. Sequential read, sequential interference
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Figure 4: Test case A2. Random read, sequential interference

The maximum gap between the interfered and non-interfered cases can be noticed for WSS comparable to L2
size, where a performance loss of up to ≈9X and ≈12X is measured with respect to the non-interfered setting,
for sequential and random reads respectively. This is explained by the cache evictions performed by
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interfering cores, reducing the useful cache blocks available for the measured core. After the L2 boundary, the
measured latency converges to a delay proportional to the number of interfering cores, both for sequential and
random reads. With three interfering cores, a performance loss of up to ≈3X and ≈2X is measured with
respect to the non-interfered setting, for sequential and random reads respectively.
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Figure 5: Test case A3. Sequential read, random interference.
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Figure 6: Test case A4. Random read, random interference.
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For random interfering patterns, shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 for subtests A3 and A4, delays are more
weakly proportional to the number of interfering cores. Both for sequential and random reads, the latency
introduced by interfering cores is smaller than in the previous cases.
With three interfering cores, a performance loss of ≈7X ≈10X is measured with respect to the non-interfered
setting for WSS below the L2 cache size, for sequential and random reads respectively. For WSS larger than
the L2 cache the same measures reduce to ≈2X and ≈1.5X, respectively.
Summarizing the results of Test Case A, the interfering sources are perfectly consistent with the contention
points identified in Figure 1. The bandwidth available to each core of the CPU complex when accessing
system DRAM is fairly distributed among cores in the sequentially interfered scenario, while a less fair
distribution happens in the randomly interfered one. The largest delay is measured for random reads and
sequentially interfering tasks. This can be motivated by the re-ordering mechanism implemented at EMC level,
which tends to favour sequential accesses with respect to random ones.

Results on Tegra X2
As the NVIDIA Tegra X2 features a more sophisticates CPU complex, composed of A57 “big” and Denver
“super” clusters, equipped with independent L2 memories, we repeated the experiments for the two clusters in
isolation.
When interference traffic employs sequential reads, the reference Denver core is mostly impacted when
reading with random pattern (Figure 8). In this case, the worst-case delay is experienced when the WSS
slightly exceeds the L1 cache size. Up to 26X delays are experienced in this configuration. More modest, but
still quite significant slowdown (up to 2X) is experienced when the interference traffic employs sequential reads
(Figure 7).
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Figure 7: NVIDIA Tegra X2. Test case A1. Sequential read, sequential interference (Denver cores).
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Figure 8: NVIDIA Tegra X2. Test case A2. Random read, sequential interference (Denver cores).

When the interference pattern employs reads at random offsets, the interference becomes much less visible if
the reference core is doing sequential reads (Figure 9). In this case even exceeding the L2 cache size we are
not able of generating relevant miss traffic to the DRAM, which makes the effect of interference almost
negligible.
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Figure 9: NVIDIA Tegra X2. Test case A3. Sequential read, random interference (Denver cores).
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If the reference core is also doing random accesses (Figure 10), again we see that most of the interference
effects are visible when WSS approaches the L2 cache size. When the interference happens at the main
memory level, the experienced delays are minor, and more loosely related to the number of interfering cores.
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Figure 10: NVIDIA Tegra X2. Test case A4. Random read, random interference (Denver cores).

While for random reads the results are nearly unchanged when we consider A57 cores instead of Denver
cores, there is an important difference in the results when sequential reads are considered, as shown in Figure
11 and Figure 12.
Compared to the Denver cores, for the A57 the results show that in test case A1 there is a much higher effect
of the interference when we exceed the size of the L2 cache. For this configuration there is a much clearer
dependence of the number of interfering cores, with a peak slowdown of 5.2X.
For the test case A2 the interference effect is less pronounced, as already observed also for the Tegra X1,
with peak slowdown of around 2.2X.
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Figure 11: NVIDIA Tegra X2. Test case A1. Sequential read, sequential interference (A57 cores).
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Figure 12: NVIDIA Tegra X2. Test case A3. Sequential read, random interference (A57 cores).
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Results on Zynq MPSoC
The measurement results for Test case A1 and A2 for the Xilinx SoC are shown in Figure 13 and 14.
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Figure 13: Test case A1. Sequential read, sequential interference.
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Figure 14: Test case A2. Random read, sequential interference.
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Similar to the other platforms, there is no impact of the interfering cores as long as the WSS fits the private L1
cache. As the WSS increases (but still fits the shared L2 cache), the interfering cores start to affect the
latency, which increases by at most 2X. As the WSS gets closer to the size of the shared L2 cache (1 MiB),
the latency due to interference starts to get affected drastically. The maximum slowdown reaches more than
7X and 16X for sequential and random reads, respectively. If the WSS does not fit the L2 cache anymore, the
latency converges to a delay proportional to the number of interfering cores. The performance loss decreases
to at most 2.5X both for sequential and random read.
For random interference patterns, the negative impact on the latency is less pronounced. The slowdown
converges to 2.1X and 1.5X for sequential and random read, respectively.
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Figure 15: Test case A3. Sequential read, random interference.
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A4 - Random read, Random interference
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Figure 16: Test case A4. Random read, random interference.
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4.2.

Test Case B: iGPU interference to CPU

This test is meant to observe how CPU tasks suffer from the interference that can be generated by GPU
activity, and has been conducted on the NVIDIA X1 and X2 platforms 3. The results are further organized in two
series of measurements:
B1: the observed core reads sequentially, while the GPU accesses memory according to different paradigms:
1. launching a copy kernel4 (CUDA kernel invocation) between GPU buffers;
2. launching a copy kernel involving unified memory located buffers (CUDA UVM);
3. copying a buffer by means of the copy engine (cudaMemcpyAsync using pinned memory);
4. zeroing a buffer (cudaMemset).
B2: the observed core reads randomly, while the GPU activity is the same as B1.

Results on Tegra X1
Results are shown in Figure 17 and Figure 18, measuring the interference from the iGPU to the CPU complex
(points 2, 3 and 4 in Figure 1). Only one core is observed, while the remaining ones are inactive. Memory
access patterns for the observed CPU core are sequential (subtest B1) and random (subtest B2), while only
sequential interference is considered from the iGPU.
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Figure 17: NVIDIA Tegra X1. Test case B1. Sequential read, GPU interference.

Note that while the Zynq MPSoC also features a iGPU, this is not a fully programable device of the type we target in the
HERCULES project.
4 A copy kernel is a GPU program that performs an element-wise data copy between two buffers.
3
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B2 - random read, GPU interference
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Figure 18: NVIDIA Tegra X1. Test case B2. Random read, GPU interference.

Different from Test Case A, performance degradation mostly takes place when WSS exceeds the CPU L2
size. This happens because separate caches are adopted at CPU and iGPU level. The highest performance
degradation is observed with the memset operation, where the iGPU causes the observed core to experience
up to 3.6X higher delays. Smaller degradations are measured for the memcpy (3X) and UVM/CUDA kernel
operations (2.5X). This shows that memset operations saturate to a larger extent the memory bandwidth, while
UVM and CUDA kernel operations are not able to fully exploit the available memory bandwidth from the iGPU
side.
Interestingly, UVM and CUDA kernel memory transfers impose the same interference to the observed core.
The cache coherency traffic due to UVM is not noticeable in this setting. This is because the CPU accesses
different memory region than those accessed at iGPU side, without triggering coherency traffic.

Results on Tegra X2
Results for test case B on Tegra X2 are shown in Figure 19 and Figure 20. Same as before, memory access
patterns for the observed CPU core are sequential (subtest B1) and random (subtest B2), while only
sequential interference is considered from the iGPU.
Similar results hold for what we observed on the Nvidia Tegra X1 platform, but the overall interference
numbers are slightly smaller, indicating a higher bandwidth to main memory on the Tegra X2. The highest
performance degradation is observed with the memset operation, where the iGPU causes the observed core
to experience up to 2.4X higher delays. Smaller degradations are measured for the memcpy (1.9X) and
UVM/CUDA kernel operations (1.4X).
Also in this case the interference effect is more pronounced when the CPU is performing random access.
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Figure 19: NVIDIA Tegra X2. Test case B1. Sequential read, GPU interference.
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Figure 20: NVIDIA Tegra X2. Test case B2. Random read, GPU interference.
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4.3.

Test Case C: CPU interference to iGPU

This test is meant to observe how iGPU tasks suffer from the interference that can be generated by CPU
activity, and has been conducted on the NVIDIA X1 and X2 platforms. The results are further organized in two
series of measurements:
C1: the GPU accesses memory according to the different paradigms detailed in test case B, while the host
cores perform the interfering patterns described in A1.
C2: same as above, but host cores perform the interfering patterns described in A3.

Results on Tegra X1
Results for Test Case C are shown in Figure 21 and Figure 22, measuring the interference from CPU cores to
GPU tasks. As can be noticed comparing the histograms, sequentially interfering tasks cause more visible
delays to iGPU activities than random interfering patterns. Performance deterioration ranges from a minimum
of 16% (CUDA UVM with one interfering core) to 52% (CUDA memset with 2 or 3 interfering sequential cores)
in the sequential case, and from 10% to 41% in the random case. This is consistent with the observation made
about the re-ordering features of the EMC engine, prioritizing sequential accesses over random strides.
Only a limited increase in the execution times of GPU tasks is measured when increasing the number of
interfering CPU cores, showing that a single CPU core is able to almost fully utilize the available memory
bandwidth. A larger increase with the number of cores is noticeable in the memset and memcpy cases,
because these commands exploit the memory bus in both read and write directions, allowing a higher
bandwidth utilization.
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Figure 21: NVIDIA Tegra X1. Test case C1. GPU activity, sequential CPU interference.
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Relative execution time %
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Figure 22: NVIDIA Tegra X1. Test case C2. GPU activity, random CPU interference.

Results on Tegra X2
Results for Test Case C on the Tegra X2, while using Denver cores to generate interference, are shown in
Figure 23 and Figure 24.
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Figure 23: NVIDIA Tegra X2. Test case C1. GPU activity, sequential CPU interference (Denver cores).
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Relative execution time %
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Figure 24: NVIDIA Tegra X2. Test case C2. GPU activity, random CPU interference (Denver cores).

For this set of experiments we noticed a significantly different behavior of the memset primitive, compared to
the Tegra X1. While on Tegra X1 we observed the highest interference effects for the memset, this is not the
case on the X2, which suggests a different implementation that does not imply data movement (the
initialization is done locally on the accelerator).
Excluding the memset results, performance deterioration ranges from a minimum of 14% (CUDA UVM with
one interfering core) to 60% (CUDA memcpy with all the Denver cores interfering) in the sequential case, and
from 1% to 18% in the random case. This is again consistent with the observation made about the re-ordering
features of the EMC engine, prioritizing sequential accesses over random strides.
When considering the A57 cores to generate interference, the results are substantially confirmed, as shown in
Figure 25 and Figure 26. Excluding the memset results, performance deterioration ranges from a minimum of
11% (CUDA UVM with one interfering core) to 93% (CUDA memcpy with all the A57 cores interfering) in the
sequential case, and from 2% to 25% in the random case.
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Figure 25: NVIDIA Tegra X2. Test case C1. GPU activity, sequential CPU interference (A57 cores).
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Figure 26: NVIDIA Tegra X2. Test case C2. GPU activity, random CPU interference (A57 cores).
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4.4.

Test Case D: FPGA accelerator interference to CPU

This test is meant to observe how CPU tasks suffer from the interference that can be generated by DMA
activity required to feed an FPGA accelerator with data, and has been conducted on the Zynq MPSoC. The
results are further organized in two series of measurements:
D1: the observed core reads sequentially, while the FPGA accelerator leads to memory accesses according to
different paradigms:
1. streaming data through the non-coherent, high-performance ports at maximum bandwidth;
2. streaming data through the non-coherent, high-performance ports at 50% of the max bandwidth;
3. streaming data through the non-coherent, high-performance ports at 25% of the max bandwidth.
D2: the observed core reads randomly, while the FPGA activity is the same as in D1.
To initiate the DMA transfers, the Linux DMA Test Framework was used. This framework allows testing various
DMA drivers including the FPD-DMA engine inside the Zynq MPSoC and its Linux driver [8], and to measure
their performance. It can be controlled through the Linux SysFS. The FPD-DMA engine is the main means of
transferring data between main memory and the PL (where FPGA accelerators are instantiated) as well as
peripherals at high bandwidth. It is clocked at 600 MHz. For the tests we did a memory-to-memory copy. The
maximum measured copy bandwidth was 2.8 GB/s. Since the test performs a memory-to-memory copy, the
effective bandwidth on the DDR memory is twice the copy bandwidth, i.e., 5.6 GB/s.
The results for test case D1 are visualized in Figure 27. In case the FPD-DMA engine is used to feed the
FPGA accelerator with data, interference effects only start to affect the performance of the CPU as the WSS
becomes larger than the L2 cache of 1 MiB as this DMA engine is not part of the coherency domain. In this
region, a substantial performance degradation of almost 3X can be seen if the FPD-DMA transfers data at
maximum bandwidth.
For test case D2, i.e., if the CPU core performs random reads, the results are very similar, as can be seen in
Figure 28, except that the effect of the interference is slightly weaker. The maximum increase in latency due to
the FPD-DMA interference is 2.6X.
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Figure 27: Zynq MPSoC. Test case D1. Sequential read, FPGA DMA interference.
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Figure 28: Zynq MPSoC. Test case D2. Random read, FPGA DMA interference.
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4.5.

Test Case E: CPU interference to FPGA accelerator

This test is meant to observe how DMA transfers of an FPGA accelerator suffer from the interference that can
be generated by CPU activity, and has been conducted on the Zynq MPSoC platform. The results are further
organized in two series of measurements:
E1: the FPGA accesses memory via burst transfers (DMA) according to the paradigms in D1, while the host
cores perform the interfering patterns described in A1.
E2: same as above, but host cores perform the interfering patterns described in A3.
In both test cases, the achievable DMA bandwidth was measured using the Xilinx DMA test framework [8].
The measurement results for Test case E1 and E2 are shown in Figure 29 and 30, respectively. For all tests
with the FPD-DMA, the performance decreases proportionally to the number of interfering cores. This can be
explained by the quality-of-service scheme adopted in the memory interconnects of the Zynq MPSoC. The
cores memory transactions are classified as low latency and always have higher priority than DMA transfers,
which are by default classified as best effort and have the lowest priority. For higher predictability in real-time,
fixed bandwidth, fixed maximum latency scenarios, the device supports a third class that guarantees bounded
latencies below a maximum value (video/isochronous), which can be assigned on a transaction or stream
basis using the AXI QoS signals or the QoS controllers found at various places in the interconnect,
respectively [9]. The worst slowdown is as high as 1.5X (for sequential interference) if the FPD-DMA is
transferring data at the maximum bandwidth.

E1: FPGA DMA Activity with sequential CPU
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Figure 29: Zynq MPSoC. Test case E1. FPGA DMA activity with sequential CPU interference.
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Relative execution time %
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Figure 30: Zynq MPSoC. Test case E2. FPGA DMA activity with random CPU interference.
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5.

POWER CHARACTERIZATION

In this Section we provide the characterization of the power consumption for the key NVIDIA X2 and Zynq
MPSoC architectural blocks. In particular, we aim at estimating the average power consumption of the CPU
complex, the main memory and the accelerators, and to evaluate how concurrent execution affects the power
consumption measured in isolation. As discussed in Section 3.3, for the Zynq MPSoC platform we consider
the system DMA as a representative architectural block to mimic the behaviour of an accelerator. The reason
for this choice is twofold. First, we are mostly interested in the memory behaviour of the named architectural
blocks, memory interference being the main focus of the HERCULES project. From this point of view, a DMA
is the interface to the outer world of any FPGA accelerator. Second, in practice, the power consumed by an
accelerator instantiated in the programmable logic (PL) depends entirely on the characteristics of the design:
use of resources (FPGA slices, BRAM, etc.) and operation frequency. We nonetheless comment on the power
consumed by an FPGA implementation of a representative computational block for the application domain
targeted by the project.
For the NVIDIA platform, the power measurements have been taken by means of a digital multimeter (Isotech
IDM-8342), connected between the power source and the board power connector. This multimeter is capable
of collecting samples of current intensity at 40Hz and storing them in CSV format. The measurement has been
carried out without interference from other running applications.
For the Zynq MPSoC platform, the vast majority of the power measurements have been conducted on the
AXIOM board using the Lauterbach PowerTrace tool, referred to as PowerTrace II. Such tool is a trace module
that can be connected to the target via architecture-specific Preprocessors and can be extended with an
Analog Probe for energy profiling. More in detail, the PowerTrace II, extended with the Analog Probe, is able to
perform detailed analyses of the energy consumption by correlating the measurement of the program flow with
the measurement of current and voltage. In order to connect to such probe, the Xilinx board has been modified
with cables attached on shunt resistors. The samples, collected by the Analog Probe at 625KHz, are the PS
full-power domain supply, the PL internal power supply and the PS DDR supply.
All the plots show average power, derived from thousands of samples obtained during active cycles of the
relevant blocks (the traces have been filtered to exclude sporadic spikes out of the relevant timing intervals). In
addition, we also show maximum and minimum power measured as error marks on top of the bars. Each plot
includes a baseline measurement as a reference, which represents the average power consumed when the
platform is idle. The measured baseline for the Tegra X2 board is around 265mW, and around 455mW for the
Zynq MPSoC.
The results are organized in three series of measurements:
A: CPU intensive – This experiment stresses CPU activity. A compute intensive benchmark5 is executed on
an increasing number of cores, and the power consumption is measured accordingly. Results are discussed in
Section 5.1.
B: MEMORY intensive – This experiment stresses the use of DRAM main memory from the various actors of
the system:
 CPUs. The same memory-intensive sequential synthetic benchmark used for the timing
characterization in Section 4.1 is executed on every core;
 GPU. The same memory copy kernels used for the timing characterization in Section 4.2 are
executed;
5

http://kernel.ubuntu.com/~cking/stress-ng/
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DMA. The same synthetic copy pattern used for the timing characterization in Section 4.4 is executed.

Results are discussed in Section 5.2.
C: Accelerator intensive – In this experiment the focus is on the accelerator activity:
 GPU. The same memcpy and memset benchmarks used for the timing characterization in Section 4.2
are executed, plus a GPU-intensive kernel, which consists of a matrix multiplication executed on GPU
cores;
 DMA. The same synthetic copy pattern used for the timing characterization in Section 4.4 is executed;
Results are discussed in Section 5.3.
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5.1.

Test Case A: CPU intensive

The CPU intensive test case aims at observing the increase in power consumption when an increasing
number of processors simultaneously execute a stress test. The computation is such that the use of memory is
restricted to local resources to the processor (i.e., it fits in the L1 cache).

Results on Tegra X2
Figure 31 shows the average power measurements for the CPU-intensive benchmark. Error bars are also
provided to show the variance (minimum and maximum instant power measurement). A single A57 core
executing the CPU-intensive stress benchmark increases upon the baseline power value by 26% on average
(up to 48%), whereas a single Denver core consumes 27% more power on average (up to 35%). The whole
set of A57 cores executing CPU-intensive workload brings the power consumption up by 53% on average (up
to 84%). The whole set of Denver cores executing the same benchmark has a peak power consumption at
2.2X the baseline value (83% on average).
Isolating the results from the baseline measurement, for this CPU-intensive test the increase in power
consumption scales linearly and practically ideally with the number of cores, both for the A57 complex and the
Denver complex. It is worth observing that on average a single Denver core consumes twice as much as a
single A57. Combining CPU-intensive benchmark execution on both A57 and Denver cores shows purely
additive effects.
When both the CPU complexes are active executing the stress benchmark, the power consumption increases
by up to 2.5X (2.1X on average).
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Figure 31: Power consumption of the Tegra X2 platform for the CPU-intensive benchmark.
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Results on Zynq MPSoC
Figure 32 shows the average power consumption for the CPU intensive benchmark executing on the Zynq
MPSoC ARM A53 cores.
Similar to what we observed for the NVIDIA platform, the power consumption increases as expected in a
nearly-ideal and fully additive manner as the number of cores is raised.
Overall, intensive CPU activity increases power consumption over the baseline by 24% on average (up to
36%) for a single core. The whole CPU complex burns 85% more power than the baseline (up to 100%).
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Figure 32: Power consumption of the Zynq MPSoC for the CPU-intensive benchmark.
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5.2.

Test Case B: Memory intensive

The memory intensive test case aims at observing the increase in power consumption when an increasing
number of processors simultaneously accesses the main system DRAM.

Results on Tegra X2
Compared to the execution of a CPU-intensive benchmarks, when extensively using main memory the power
consumption for a single core increases by 2.8X (A57) and 3.2X (Denver). The increase is due to all the
additional memory traffic, in particular in L2 cache and main memory (DRAM) activity 6. Note that the increase
in power when more A57 cores are involved in the execution of the memory-intensive benchmark is not
different from what we observed for the CPU-intensive benchmark. The same does not hold for the Denver
cores. When executing the memory-intensive benchmark on both Denver cores the increase in average power
is 30% higher compared to the same value extracted from the CPU-intensive experiment.
Compared to the baseline, when a single A57 core executes the sequential memory-interference benchmark,
the power consumption of the system increases by up to 34% (the variance is very little among several
measurements). When the whole set of 4 A57 cores is in use this value increases to 70%.
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Figure 33: Power consumption of the Tegra X2 platform for the Memory-intensive benchmark.

Recall that the memory intensive benchmarks, and in particular the sequential interference variant that we used for this experiment,
forces a high number of L2 cache misses, i.e., a high number of DRAM accesses.
6
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A single Denver core executing memory-intensive workload implies 85% higher power consumption than the
baseline, which is more than the whole set of A57 executing in parallel. When both Denver cores are
employed for the experiment the increase in power reaches 125%.
When A57 and Denver cores are executing at the same time we observe that the power increase effects are
not additive. In particular, adding A57 and GPU activity on top of the full Denver complex activity increases
power consumption much “slower” compared to e.g., A57 in isolation (see the slopes of the power increase
profiles in Figure 33).

Results on Zynq MPSoC
Figure 34 shows average power for the memory intensive benchmark running on the Zynq MPSoC. Similar to
the NVIDIA platform, and even more pronounced than in that case, the memory-intensive benchmark implies a
4.3X higher average power consumption on a single A53 core. The effect of self-interference when more A53
cores are employed to execute in parallel is less regular than in the Tegra X2. Here, increasing from one to
two A53 cores leads to a 40% higher consumption compared to the CPU-intensive benchmark. However,
when more cores are added, the increase in power follows a much less steep trend, which is nearly identical to
what we observed in the CPU-intensive experiment. When the DMA is operating at full throttle in parallel to the
memory-intensive benchmark on a single A53 core the average power is 30% higher than in isolation (see
Figure 36), again confirming that interference pattern are composed in power in a non-additive manner.
Compared to the baseline, a single A53 core running the memory-intensive benchmark implies a 2X increase
in average power. When all the A53 cores are running the same benchmark the average power is 3X times the
baseline.
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Figure 34: Power consumption of the Zynq MPSoC for the Memory-intensive benchmark.
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5.3.

Test Case C: Accelerator intensive

The accelerator-intensive test case aims at observing the increase in power consumption when each
platform’s accelerator is accessing the main DRAM memory according to various patterns. For the Tegra X2
we focus on the GPU subsystem. For the Zynq MPSoC we focus on the DMA, which moves data around the
same way it would happen for the operation of an FPGA accelerator.

Results on Tegra X2 (GPU)
Figure 35 shows the power characterization for the Tegra X2 GPU. Compared to the baseline, the accelerator
increases power consumption by up to 57% when executing compute-intensive workloads. This values grows
to up to 94% when executing memory-intensive kernels (GPU mem), and to up to 143% when using dedicated
GPU copy engines (GPU memset).
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Figure 35: Power consumption of the Tegra X2 platform for the GPU-intensive benchmark.

Results on Zynq MPSoC (DMA)
Figure 36 shows the power characterization for the Zynq MPSoC DMA-intensive benchmark. Compared to the
baseline, the DMA operating at full throttle (DMA 100%) increases average power by 170%. Comparing this
result to Figure 34, where the DMA transfer is happening in parallel to the memory-intensive benchmark
running on one A53 core, we see that average power is increased by 220% on average, compared to the
baseline.
Operating the DMA at a fraction of the full bandwidth does not show unexpected behaviors: the average power
consumption linearly scales down with the duty cycle.
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Figure 36: Power consumption of the Zynq MPSoC platform for the DMA-intensive benchmark.

As already discussed at the beginning of this section, the power consumption of the FPGA itself (the PL of the
Zynq MPSoC platform) cannot be universally quantified as it heavily depends on the application and the
particular accelerator design instantiated. To give an idea of the power consumption to be expected in a real
system, we have measured the power consumption of the platform when executing an accelerated application
representative for the application domain targeted by the HERCULES project.
The application implements the forward path (inference) of a convolutional neural network (CNN) for the
classification of 1242x375 px images [10]. Parts of the CNN get accelerated by two reduced-precision (8 bit
fixed point) convolution engines implemented in the PL using Xilinx SDSoC and high-level synthesis. The first
engine performs 3x3 convolutions on 1024 parallel units, while the second one performs 1x1 convolutions on
64 parallel units. The accelerator uses multiple clock domains. The core runs at 300 MHz, some interconnects
are running at 50 MHz. Per input image, the accelerator performs 4.8 GMACs. Its peak performance is 326
GMACs per second. The last step of the CNN is executed on the ARM CPU at full precision to achieve
sufficient classification accuracy.
The design has been implemented on the Xilinx ZCU102 Evaluation Board which features a Xilinx Zynq
UltraScale+ XCZU9EG MPSoC engineering sample. This board does not support the Lauterbach power
measurement infrastructure but is equipped with a series of Maxim DC-DC converters that can be monitored
using the Maxim PowerTool. Due to the low data rate of the shared PMBus interface (400 kHz I2C), this
infrastructure is not suitable for measurements requiring high timing resolution but it allows measuring average
power consumption. Also, we found that, while the framework allows measuring the power consumption of the
logic resources inside the PL, the sensors for measuring the power consumed by the block RAM (BRAM)
resources do not work properly. They always read as zero despite the design using most of the available
BRAM resources. The accelerator design itself is fairly large. Of the available PL resources, it uses 88% of the
BRAM, 67% of the look-up tables (LUTs), 32% of the Flip-Flops, and 45% of the digital signal processors
(DSPs).
Figure 37 shows the power characterization for the Zynq MPSoC example accelerator design. Compared to
the baseline where the PL is not used at all and thus switched off completely, the power consumption
increases by roughly 2X when the PL is configured with the PL clocks being disabled. Switching on the PL
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clocks leads to a massive increase in power consumption of the PL. When the application is actually running,
the average power increases by around 13% only compared to when idle. The reason is that the last step of
the CNN executed on the ARM CPU is dominating overall execution time. If the application is modified to only
loop over the steps executed on the accelerator, the average power consumption increases by nearly 40%
compared to when idle. Also in this mode the accelerator is not fully loaded as the CPU still spends time on
setting up DMA transfers to feed the accelerator with data. Compared to the baseline which does not use the
PL, the maximum power consumption with the accelerator running increases by 12X.
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Figure 37: Power consumption of the Zynq MPSoC platform for the example accelerator design.
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6.

CONCLUSION

In this deliverable we have provided accurate measurements of execution time and power of CPU-intensive,
memory-intensive and accelerator-intensive workloads. We have shown results for experiments with both
interfering and non-interfering execution patterns, both at the intra-CPU level and at the system level, where
iGPU and DMA activity generate significant contention levels for the shared memory resources.
The experiments have shown that such interference significantly impacts latency, with up to 12X observed
delays for intra-CPU contention in memory-intensive applications. The results are consistent across all the
platforms. GPU activity can cause CPU timing to increase by up to 3.6X, and GPU can experience 2X
slowdown due to high interference from CPUs. DMA-to-CPU interference lengthens execution time by 2.6X (as
seen by the CPU) and 1.5X (as seen by the DMA), respectively.
Average power mostly increases in a non-additive manner when multiple actors are concurrently using main
system memory, which might indicate saturation of the memory bandwidth. This is consistent with the
observed timing delays.
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